
10 Step First Impression Checklist



1   WEBSITE: UPDATED
& INTERACTIVE

People will visit your website before they'll visit your church.

Not might, not maybe, not if... they will.

So, your website needs to be ready for them. That doesn't
mean it needs to be fancy or super high tech. It needs to be
up to date, with service times and locations front and center.
Your homepage should be built to attract and inform people
who are thinking about visiting your church. Period.

It also needs to be able to interact with them. Whether that's
a Plan A Visit option, a chat option, or just a form for them to
fill out for more information.

To you it may just seem like a website. But to someone
who's considering church, it's the all-important first step.
Make it worth their while!



2  DESIGNATED PARKING
FOR GUESTS

For some facilities, having designated parking for guests is
a logistical need. There are many entrances to your church,
heavy traffic between service times, etc. and you need
guests pointed in the right direction. 

But even if your church has one door that goes in and out a
parking lot that's never full, having designated spots for
guests makes them feel anticipated, like an honored guest.



These are what I like to call dual
purpose :) Not only do they serve your
Sunday morning guests in helping
them figure out where to park, what
door to use, where to turn in from the
road, etc. They are also a great talking
point in your community.

Having exterior signs for upcoming
sermon series or VBS or your Fall
Festival tells the community, "You Are
All Invited!"

3  EXTERIOR 
SIGNS



When a first-time
guest comes to

church, leaving the
house should be the

hardest part.

Text In Church



Setting expectations for your greeters and
infusing a culture of hospitality can be
infectious. Even a simple catch phrase like
"make their day" or "go further" can be a simple
reminder of why their job is so important.

Handshakes and smiles aren't enough. Walking
them to the Welcome Center or introducing
them to another family to sit with can be
simple ways to go the extra mile and let them
know we're glad they are here today.

If nothing else, they should leave your greeters
saying, "Wow! That was so nice of them."

4  GREETERS 
+ a culture of
hospitality



if it's a step that's
necessary and desired
by you, you have to make
it a no brainer for them.

5  MAKE
CHECK
IN EASY

Do you know what one of the most common
questions is people ask themselves before
they decide on visiting a church?

What do I do with my kids?

Showing up at a new place, and then trying to
alleviate that unknown for your kids, is no
small feat. Therefore, having a check-in
process that's highly organized, quick and
efficient, will help ease everyone's anxieties.

Pro tip: add our Smart Connect Card to your
website for a Plan A Visit feature and let
people check in ahead of time!



6  HAVE ONE
CLEAR NEXT STEP
You don’t want a first time guest to have to ask, "what's
next?" If they are left standing inside your building,
wondering, “where do I go and what do I do,” you’re
losing them.

Once they pull into your parking lot, there should be a
trail of breadcrumbs showing them exactly where to go
and what to do next. They’ve done the hard part. They
have broken their previous lifestyle of NOT going to
church. They left the spilled breakfast, the piling
laundry, the comfort of their own home. They showed
up. And once they pull into the parking lot, it’s our turn
to show up for them.

So, lay out their next steps for them, one at a time. They
showed up for church, YES! Now what's your goal for
them? That they come next week? That they attend
your new person luncheon? That they get into a
community group? All the options can come later, for
now, give them one thing they can do next.



Making an effort amongst your staff and greeter team, with
your signs, and at your Welcome Center means a lot. But the
impact gets so much greater, and feels more genuine, when
members of the church also start to rally around this culture of
guest obsession.

Start teaching your members to look for new people. You can
even create a system to cue them. Maybe you give first-time
guests a gift that sets them apart.  

Indian Creek Community Church in Olathe, KS, started giving
all of their first time guest families balloons when they
checked their kids in. This was an exciting gift for the kids and
a perfect way to set them apart so members and regular
attendees can introduce themselves.

7  CUE MEMBERS TO
NEW PEOPLE



Having signage sends the message to new people that this
church is expecting them, even hoping for them. It’s saying that
this is a place where not everybody has been here their whole
lives and knows the building with their eyes closed. 

Every church wants new people, but people who have never
been to church or who have been away from the church for
any amount of time have real doubts about their place there.  

The more you over-communicate to your guests, the more
significant the impact. Things that we would have thought
would be over the top, are really appreciated by guests. 

So, consider all the things/places/people first-time guests
come in contact with before service even begins, and make
sure there is someone or something that acknowledges them.

8  INTERIOR SIGNS



9  MAKE THE WELCOME
CENTER OBVIOUS

Most churches will use their Welcome Center as their one stop
shop for all guest needs, information, and next steps. So imagine
the frustration when you direct a guest there, "just down the hall,
past the foyer, through the long blue hallway, and third door on
the right." Queue the frustration, right?

Front and center. Make it so they can't miss it. Almost as if they
have no choice but to stop by and say hi. Grab a gift, fill out a
connect card, you know, all that good first time guest stuff :)



Make this be your mantra! From every
point someone can access your church,
let them get this message: They. Are.
Wanted.

Your website and your signs speak to "I
hope you come." Your Welcome Center,
greeters, parking, intentionality among
members, all that happens on a Sunday
morning, speaks to "I'm glad you came!"  
And then all of the incredible follow-up
you do after will continue to point this
mantra of "I hope you come back."

People have enough voices and reasons
in their life telling them not to be at
church. They already feel like they don't
belong, they aren't good enough, they
won't fit in. One thing you can't overdo or
overstate is the message that your
church wants new people.

10  I HOPE YOU COME, 
I'M GLAD YOU CAME, 
I HOPE YOU COME
BACK!
+consistent message
throughout their
whole experience


